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Motivation
Body movement is a function to interact with the world and a
human language to express emotions and intentions. Humans learn
the body movements by observing and imitating the movement of
the other beings. How would a computer algorithm learn to
interpret the articulated body motions?

Objective
To design an algorithm that learns human body motions, recognizes
the motion patterns, and provides real-time update about the
progression variation of an input motion with respect to the
recognized pattern

Research Method
• Programming Real-Time Interactive Computer Animations

(RTICA) that serve as virtual laboratories to study the mechanics
of jointed structures and the physics of motion

• The algorithms that are designed to construct the rticae will
ultimately emerge as an Application Programming Interface (API)
that enables to program applications that learn and recognize
human body motions and provide real-time update about the
progression and variation of the input motion with respect to the
recognized motion pattern

The illiJoe RTICA 
• The programming technique for

creating character animations was
introduced by Jim Blinn1 (1987) and it
was developed to construct real-time
interactive computer animations
during the Math1982 “Hypergraphics”
course taught by George Francis at
the University of Illinois

• Current implementation translates
the illiJoe RTICA by Sherwin Tam3

(1996) to WebGL/Javascript and
improves the programming interface
to animate the puppet by a mouse
while it moves by a clockwork
animation

• A jointed structure is composed by sequences of Euclidean
motions that specify the place (P) of a joint in the coordinate
system of a previous joint by a rotation (U) a displacement (m).
The Euclidean motion is traditionally represented in the
homogeneous coordinates as a 4x4 matrix:

• For example, the place of the hand in the world coordinates is
expressed by a sequence of matrix multiplications:

Phand=PbodyPshoulderPelbowPwrist
[1] Blinn, Jim. "Nested transformations and blobby man." IEEE Computer
Graphics and Applications 7 (1987)
[2] http://new.math.uiuc.edu/math198/
[3] http://new.math.uiuc.edu/math198/198.96/stam/stam.html
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Learning by Imitation 

• Neuroscience research on the brain activity of animals has found
a type of neurons, known as mirror neuron, that activate both
when an animal acts and observes the same action, as if the
observer itself was acting

• The proposed motion learning algorithm mimics this behavior by
simulating a jointed structure that mirrors the motion of a teacher
structure, starting at a root joint over the vertebrae towards the
endpoint joints.

• The algorithm follows the motion of each joints in a separate
coordinate system and would not require the input of attached
sensors to measure the orientation and acceleration of the body
parts

Towards a Learning Algorithm
• The learning algorithm follows the motion of a body and

measure its rotation relative to the coordinate system of the
attached joint. The 3D rotation is decomposed into two planar
rotations perpendicular to each other to capture the phase
portrait of the rotations, describing the angle of rotation relative
to its angular speed during the evolution of a motion

• For example, the following RTICA compares the phase portrait of
a simple pendulum expressed by the differential equation
�̈� + sin 𝜃 = 0 versus a simple harmonic motion expressed by

̈𝜃 + 𝜃 = 0

• A classifier algorithm would compare the phase evolution of an
input motion with a database of phase portraits to categorize the
input motion


